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Antimicrobial, washable 
contamination control Mats and 

Door Push pads to support a safer 
return to a working environment

CONTAMINATION CONTROL SOLUTIONS

COVID-19 VIRUS TESTED



WHY DYCEM? 
Our Dycem WorkSafe range will offer
a supportive, proven addition to your
current hygiene practices by offering
you simple, long-lasting and effective
solutions, for any risks faced from
contamination entering your working
environment.

With 50+ years of experience in the
field of contamination control, our
scientific-led Dycem solutions will offer
added value to your practices on-site to
support an ever-changing workplace.

Dycem contamination control flooring solutions are
manufactured with Biomaster (a sliver microbial) as an
integral ingredient, providing effective and long-lasting
antimicrobial protection.

Biomaster is proven to reduce the growth of harmful
bacteria such as Campylobacter, MRSA, E.coli, Listeria,
Salmonella and many others by up to 99.9%.

CONTAMINATION CONTROL FOR WORK SAFE ENVIRONMENTS

Independeantly proven to support  
viral risk, including COVID-19 strain 

>97% in under 4 hour contact times.

ANTIVIRAL PROTECTION

Self-installed and are ready to 
use when unrolled.

READY TO USE

Sheered with Biomaster Silver Ions 
to ensure contaminants are inhibited 

within the surface.

ANTIMICROBIAL

Potential lifespan of up to 3-5 years, 
dependant on regularity of use.

PERFORMANCE/DURABILITY

Perfect for adapting to social distancing 
practices through colours and design.

BEHAVIOURAL

All products are warrantied for  
12 months, subject to normal usage, 

wear and tear.

WARRANTY

Dycem has been specially researched 
and tested with various cleaning 

solutions, to ensure the longevity of 
your installation throughout its lifecycle.

WASHABLE SURFACE

Can be adapted into various shapes, 
sizes and colours.

CUSTOMISABLE

Provide less waste pollution than the 
likes of its alternatives.

ENVIRONMENTAL
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Inhibits bacterial growth

Up to 75% prevention of 
airborne contamination

Supports strict microbial needs 
of various industries

Better overstrike performance 
than alternatives and  
massive waste reductions

Up to 99.9% effective 
in preventing  
contamination

2 in 1 protection - Antimicrobial,  
washable Contamination Control Mats and 
Door Push Pads to support a safer return  
to a working environment

WORK SAFE SOLUTIONS

DYCEM IS 
SCIENTIFICALLY 

PROVEN TO HAVE 

>97%
EFFECTIVENESS

AGAINST COVID-19 



HOSPITALITY & CATERING

CASE STUDY

Santika Indonisa, Hotel and Resorts
Due to the government implementations and restrictions, the Santika 
Indonesia Hotel was aiming to ensure as little disruption to normality as 
possible welcoming customers into their hotel, reducing the risk of infection 
and viruses for their customers and staff.

Following new protocol and measures, the hotel implemented Dycem 
Contamination Control floating mats to inhibit the growth of viruses and 
bacteria that may find its way into the hotel premises.

Ensuring cleanliness and avoiding copious amounts of waste, with Dycem 
Contamination Control products being used in the main lobby, reception 
areas and lifts, the Santika Indonesia Hotel is able to continue to function 
properly and continue to serve its customers to a top standard.

“We continue to give our 
commitment in order to 
serve our customers as best 
we can. Our new protocol 
includes using our new UK 
Manufactured Dycem  
Anti-Microbial mat to help 
inhibit any viruses or bacteria 
that present on the soles of 
the feet and the wheels of 
customer luggage .”

Santika Indonesia,  
Hotel and Resorts

The hospitality and catering industry 
consists of a variety of services 
including food and drink preparation, 
accommodation amenities - such as 
hotels and corporate events.

By utilising Dycem Contamination 
Control Floor Mats and Push Pad systems, 
the hospitality and catering industry 
will enhance hygiene practices and 
implement duty of care that will allow 
focus on ensuring customer safety and 
expectations are met to the highest 
standards. Complying with guidance 
to control the spread of viruses and 
contamination.

Dycem Contamination Control Floor Mats 
and Push Pads improve the control of risk 
of contamination, viruses, and infections. 
Allowing the industry to follow practices 
to ensure they can continue to provide  
a service.

AREAS DYCEM 
BENEFITS

3 Hotel Entry Zones

3 Goods in Areas

3  Kitchen/Catering 
Entrances /Exits

3 Reception Areas

3 Lift Access



CASE STUDY

JLL Facilities Team
Dycem CleanZone with demarcation zones to support social 
distancing measures were introduced at the Lobby area of one of 
the Managed Royal London Buildings. As a source of entry for all, it 
was also a source of cross-contamination risk due to the lift access 
to all multi-tenant levels.

The customised area supports a visual barrier and allows all users of 
the building to decontaminate wheels and footfall prior to entering 
the lift, within the lift itself for maximum floor protection against 
viral threats. Cleaned twice daily, the system provides communal 
support in the reduction of risk from outside and is aesthetically 
driven to support the requirements of the Facilities team.

“We sourced Dycem as a measure to 
support contamination Control at entry 
points. Our shared lobby area is very  
busy and the access to each level flows 
through this communal zone which 
posed a risk of cross-contamination. 
We are thrilled with the performance of 
the mats as they assure the safety and 
hygiene of the users of the building and 
facilitate the safe return to work due to 
their viral efficiency. We didn’t realise 
how much risk there is at floor level”

JLL Facilities Team

Shared Workplaces require safe operative 
hygiene procedures to ensure protection 
from risks that can be common in a 
grouped working environment.

It is vital that health and safety and 
cleanliness guidelines are followed to 
ensure workforces are able to control the 
risk of contamination throughout the 
facilities where shared working occurs.

Dycem Contamination Control Floor 
Mats and Push Pad Systems allow the 
opportunity for shared workspaces to be 
used safely, supporting a cleaner working 
conditions and supporting protocol when 
assessing risks in returning to work.

SHARED WORKPLACES

AREAS DYCEM BENEFITS

3 Reception Lobbies

3 Shared Lift Entrances

3 Staircase Entrance/Exit

3 Canteen Areas

3  Shower/Gym Entry/Exit



CASE STUDY
The Woodlands 
Compounding Pharmacy
The Woodlands Compounding 
Pharmacy in Texas was previously 
using peel off/tacky mats but 
waste, cleanliness and size 
concerns raised the need for an 
alternative. 

Our customisable system has been 
implemented into their receiving 
area and critical entrances.

“We are very satisfied. It is a 
great product that keeps all of 
our areas cleaner by controlling 
the contamination that can be 
brought in on shoes and wheels. 
The mats are also aesthetically 
pleasing and look professional. We 
see the most benefits in receiving 
due to the amount of dirt, 
controlled from the wheels of our 
large carts of goods.”

Owner – The Woodlands 
Compounding Pharmacy

By actively reducing the risk of contamination, Dycem Contamination Control Floor Mats 
and Push Pad Systems ensure critical effectiveness whilst assuring work safe solutions for 
Critical Services environments.

Having to embrace a new way for people who use services and ensuring the environment 
is safe to provide a fully functioning facility, Dycem’s Floor Mats and Push Pad systems 
ensure cleanliness protocols are met and functioning to the highest of standards.

CLINICAL SERVICES

AREAS DYCEM BENEFITS

3 Dental Practices

3 GP Rooms

3 Care Homes

3 Isolation Rooms
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TEL: +44 (0)117 955 9921
FAX: +44 (0)117 954 1194

CALL DYCEM TODAY FOR A FREE SITE SURVEY

DYCEM LTD

Ashley Trading Estate
Bristol
BS2 9BB
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)117 955 9921
F: +44 (0)117 954 1194
E: contact@dycem.com
 
 
DYCEM EUROPE GMBH

Ulmenstr. 37-39
60325 Frankfurt
Deutschland

T: +49 (0)69 50604430
E: kontakt@dycem.com

WEST USA

Dycem Corporation
1725 Hughes Landing Blvd, Suite 865
The Woodlands
Texas 77380

T: (832)-447-1420
Toll free: (888)-698-8610
F: (832)-447-1093
E: info@dycemusa.com

EAST USA

Dycem Corporation
33 Appian Way
Smithfield
Rhode Island 02917

T: (401)-738-4420
Toll free: (800)-458-0060
F: (401)-739-9634
E: info@dycemusa.com

DYCEM ASIA Inc.

Unit 1205 Coherco Financial Tower
Trade Street Corp
Investment Drive
Madrigal Business Park, Brgy, Ayala
Alabang, Muntinlupa City
Philippines

T: +632 807 6422
F: +632 807 6415
E: info@dycemasia.com


